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ABSTRACT
The use of marketing concepts to maintain and enhance

the image of a university is considered. Over all, what is needed is

a system for jmage assessment to provide a basis for image
development: Without this system and its information outputs,
misconceptions can enter the policy-making process at critical

junctures, and the life of the institution can be adversely affected.
Developing the necessary information requires data on outsiders'

04ews of faculty, curriculum, teaching quality, and the cost of

a

attending vollege. Much of these data can be derived from current
students, alumni, and those in the surrounding local community.,With
these data, a marketing action program can be developed. From these

programs, top academic administrators can take the necessary steps to

maintain and enhance the institution's image. A number of issues
center on the faculty's image. It needs to be determined if the
faculty, as a whole, is perceived as current hy the institution's

publics. A second potential key issue is the nature of the faculty's
professional activities. Curriculum needs to be perceived as being

...,_---reasonably,--modern,in_ozder_to_support a deAirable image for any vital

institution. The quality of teaching is another important area of

concern. It is conCluded that sincefaculty activity appears to be a

critical area, research programs need to determine the extent to

which faculty achievements and activities are being highlighted. It
is also important to monitor the attitude of current student
attitudes about the institution. In a similar manner, alumni need to

be questioned about their image perceptions. Target groups within the

community include parents and employers. (SW)
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MAINTAINING AND ENCHANCING A COLLtGE

OR UNIVERSITY IMAGE

ABSTRACT

The use of marketing concepts in higher education .has been

a topic for discussion and analysis for over a decade, but most

of the work'has centered on selling techniques for recruiting

and tetaining students. Other marketing concerns rela.qing to

image maintenance and enhancement have been unfairly neglected.

To better understand this important area, post-secondary

) , .

institutions need to do a better 3ob in understanding, the inter-
.

connecting pillars of the academic institutional image. Develop-

ing the necessary information to provide this undeistanding re-
,

quires data on outsiders' views of:

fac

- curriculum

- teaching quality/

- the tuition-quality relationship.

Much (not all) of these data can be derived from current students,

alumni and those in the surrounding local Community. With these--

data, a marketing action program can be developed. 'From these

prograins, top academic administrators can take the,necessary steps

to maintain and enhance their institution's image.
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In 1972, I wrote a Chronicle of Higher Education article

c,

called, "We Must Market Education" (Film, 1972). Focusing

on how commercial marketing principles can be applied and

adapted to the concerns of the higher education c$mmunitY.

this Chronicle artiCle is regarded by many an operationar

beginning for relatin these two fields.

Since 1972, a, vast literature on marketing higher education

has emerged. To support scholarship and problem-solving

in the area, Larry Litten and Joseph Gilmour have developed

a formidable bibliography on what has developed during this

period (Litten & Gilmour, 1974 & 1980). An additional biblio-

g'raphic analysis is currently being prepared by Professor

Stephen Grabowski of Boston University, under the sponsorship

of ERIC.

ADMISSIONS MARKETING

A review of this literature .indicates that the major thrust

of. the writings and analyses is directed at the area of

admissions marketing. .A significant majOrity of the articles

and books focus on selling techniques for recruiting and

retaining students. The coverage is overfrowing with such

titles as':

5
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-A, Marketin4 Technire for Student Recruiting

-Management Approach to the Buyer's MaAet
-

-CollegesShift to Hard Sell in Recruiting of Students' -

These admissions themei are so pervasive and restrictive that
N

it is difficult to publish when one tries to develop research .

and themes that go beyond selling techniques for the admis-
.

sions function and to deal with broader concerns. The

reason for this'seems to be that policy level academic,.

x-
.

administrators tdnd td delegate what they view Ms

marketing responsibility to admissions personnel. After all,

° the results of admissions work can easily be demonStrated in.
6

student recruitment figures (Fram, 1979): Because of thisi

restricted operational view, the marketAng cqncerris focusing

1.

on maintaining and enhanciliginstitution image have been un-

fairly neglected.

THE IMPORTANCE OF IMAGE

In the commercial world, however, marketing personnel research

image with great interest, knowing of its lonirange implications

for-revenues. Image provides valuable marketing support because,

once well established, it aids marketing for 3iears, perhaps for

elien a century.' Good examples' are .consumer brand products like

Ivory soap and Crisco, both with images about 100 years old.

Interestingly enough, Prbctor & Gamble (known as the King of the

Brands) has only about 50 different brand names in all product

lines. Obviously, they are well established ones:



Studies sot company imaie.development report that images are

basically etotional responses to what people elieve about a

company as opposed to what the comp'any may be 'in reality.

Related to this self-constructed bdlief is the faot that.

images are alyays over-Simplications in the consumer's mind,
-

based on filtered messages and perceptiOns, It is also

clear that an indivi.dual's image may be easily modified,
4

scimetimes based on,one bad experience (Walt:ers, 1974).

Transferring what is known abcut company-images to higher

g education yields the conclusion that students, parents and

others probably view an institution in a Gestalt (organized

whole) sense. They take a series 'of oversimplificatidns

and develop a view or ,opinion based on them. Conseimently,

they can make important decisions based, not on what may be

in reality, but on what their Gestalt describes (Markin,

1974). For instance, they can build an ins itutional Gestalt

for a specific school, based on campus pIysical attributes

and basketball notoriety. As a result, a student may enroll

in a weak academic department based-on a total school Gestalt

developed fromaother attributes.

In another instance, undergraduates reportjthey enroll in an

institution because they'feel that the quality of teaching

is reasonably good for theirsown needs. Where do they derive

a
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that estimate? Do they visit a crOss section of classes?

Do tliey talk with a number of prospective-professors? Do'

, they know the narne of a sin4le professor before enrollment?

The answerb to these questions is "no" for a significant

majority. -Since they do not actively seek this information

and rely on filtered messages and perceptions, the total

institutional image ,takes on an unusual importnce in

developing a pool qf applicants. However, this importance

has not been reflected in the amount of researeh and writing

completed since 1972.

IMAGE ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT,

Defining the parts of an institutional image involves, the

evaluation of .Inumber of key attributes. Howeyer, these

attributes will vary considerably between institutions, with

two being common to many. One is the campus environment,
0

which includes the academic physical plant and the dormitory

accommodations. These items are of significant interest to

prospective students. A second attribute will be the general

notoriety of research activity, which seems to be a key factor

in constructing the academic component of the.image. If the

estimate on research is correct, many institutions may be

doing themselves a serious disservice by boasting that they

are teaching institutions, not research institutions.
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To develop a desired1,image,4top academic management must shape

the ckitical attributes properly to achieve image consistency.

d Without consistency, tIle understanding of potential donors and
/1

stu ents will be confused. Business organizations° have long

rec rgnized this possibility. For example, Eastman Kodak top

management has achieved success by nurturing a high quality

staiice. They develop supefiorsproducts that perform well.

Consequently, everything'this organization does is undervthe

cover of quality, .and it Is completely bred inti, the valub^

system. Both neophyt@ and veteran employees know what it°means

and adhere to it. I susPect that if one, were to scrutinize

the image development of many of our top ,universities, we would
I

find the same system operating, although not as formally as one

finds it.in the commercial environment.
-

As investigators interested in marketing higher education,

we ought to be able to analyze the image of any particular

university.and to be able to identify the interconnecting

pi ars suppor in
..

Harvard's image, we copld assume that it continues to at-

tract ample applications and significant financial donations

through pillars of:

- historical importance

- Cambridge cultural location

- research thrusts.

- alumni.

9
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However, research and analysis might indicate the following,-

pill'arlare more important to Harvard's,suggess:

- quality teaching

- student-support service

- the football team.

c

The following quotation from a 'recent economic analysis of

university behavior summarkzes'the situation well: ) -

0

"An institution's actual quality,is often less

important that its prestige, or reputation for,

quality, because it is the universiiy's.perceived

excellence which, in facguides the decisions

of"prospective students and scholars,considering
LI

offers of employment, and federal agencies-award-
.

,
ing grants." (Garvin, 1582).

k

THE RESPONSIBILITY

Who should be responsiblp for image maintenance and enhancement?

ol4c.y-a4ministrAtors, under the careful4di-

rection of the president. Like his business counterpart, the

-
academic president must be the chief marketing officer, the

person who must make certain marketinh policy is wiecuted to

generate suffNert tuition and other arevenues: (Fram,. 1979)

10 4.
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To-support top adiinj.strations in these efforts, image iesehrchr

Is needed to empirIchIlv define external perceptions of their

institutions. Once policy makers understand the true'image-
o

character, it.can be rationally aeveloped or changed. In

.addition institutuional aCtivities aan be related to the

r&alities of the clientAstudgit) And donor markets and can

be congruent with relevant social, political and economic

environments.

RESEARCH NEEDS'

\ To developAan understanding of an institutional Gestalt, what

topics need study and what major groups need surveying?. The

most frequent needs are:

'TOPICS. FOR RESEARCH

1

Faculty Status

Curriculum

Quality of Tehching

Pricing

4 WHO NEEDS TO BA SURVEYED

Current Students

Alumni

Local Community

1

.,11..
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The topic and group needs will vary from institution to insti-
,

tution. :,For example a prestige institution with a national

clientele might want to survey opinion leaders such aeduca-

tional writers and industriar executives. However, for most

institutions, research information derived from the topic

and groups suggeeted should provide a significant tart,

if not all; ofthe general Gestalt.
0

FACUthY STATUS

A number of i sues center on the faculty's image. First,

it needs to be etermined if the faculty, as a whole, is

perceived as curr nt by the institution's publics. In.'

scbe situations it is rather easy for faculty to unk4w-

ingly develop mild or serious cases of obsolescence. Unfortu-
,

natelv, this is not often 04ervable to the students, since
_ .

they usually lack enough %experience and baseline information

v

on which to
,

make such judgments. (Related to this situation

is the fact that faculty tend-to,be individual contributor's,

'and professional obsolescence may not always befobservable to

colleagues.)

A second. potential key issile is the nature of the faculty's

kofessional activities. Foi 4 top image, this professional

aCtivity should centet on being on tfle frontier in one or

more research apd thought-developing areas. It should also

1.

12 .



include professional (not necessarily-administrative) acti-

vities in various societies. Through these activities, the

faculty should be viewed as reglists and reasonably future-

minded. Finally, and most overtly, faculty need to be

viewed as competent by academic colleagues in other insti-

tutidhs and by others.working their field.

This question of famOty iml6act On co lege 'and university

image is one that needi to be studied. The factors suggdsted

above seem most obvious, and others hay need-to be investi-

gated. 'Since faculty appear to be the heartbeat of the col-

lege or university in terms of its intellectual vitality and

growth potential, it is surprising that more investigation

has not taken place. On.the other hand, perhaps researchers

have shied away from the area because of it.s potential sensi-'

tivity and the, diffibulty- in assessing a proper balance between

the traditional faculty activitiea ofi research, publication,

teaching and student counseling.

a

'CURRICULUM

Curriculum needs to be perceived as being reasonably modern

in order to support a desirable image for any vi,tal institu-

tion. Because a total curriculum is hard for many to evaluate

per se, it is likey that this image-pillar is evaluated on



+%.

?

the basis of surrogate measures. In technical and scientific

areas, the currency of the curriculum is probably estimated

by outsiders by the type of equipment in laboratories and

"hands-on" facilities, such as computers.

With the number of college graduates increasing every year,

the bookstore may-become an important surrogate for curriculum

evaluation. Since increasing numbers of college educated

parents are becoming involved with campus tours aq their

children select an inatitution, they may discover that the

level and ammll versatility of an institution can quickly

be estimated by reviewing the types of textbooks and other

materials found in the bookstore. The library may also be

utilized in a similar fashion.

Faculty image may be a third surrogate factor.

evaluating curriculum directly, some may review
e-

ckedentials to assess pub.li

of PrOductivity.
AO

In place of

faculty

ation, research and other types

QbALITY OF TEACHING

Of the four research topic issues, post-secondary.institutions

seem to have placed most of their promotional emphasis on the
4

issue of quality of teaching. Admission literature usually

extols the virtue of such factors as small classes, faculty



contact, frequent advisement, etc. However, admissions people

report that an increasing number of parents and students will

ask about the number of classes taught by neophyte graduate

assistants.°_

Interestingly, enough even outside evaluators fail to make any

F

direct statements on this qualitY issue A review of five well

accepted college guides
1 reveals*-not one reports on the quality

of teaching a student can expect'in a school'. General comments

on "academic environmerit" is the closest issue reported.

How is quality of teaching determined by various institutional

constituencies? Current students will,base their image on

personal contact with faculty and "perceived learning".
2

1. "Peterson's Annual Guide to Undergraduate Study '82"
"Comparative Guide to American Colleges"
"Lovejoy's College Guide"
"American Junior Colleges"-
"Barron's Profiles of American Colleges"

A possible exception is the controversial "New York
Times - Selective Guide to Colleges 1982-83" by Edward
B1 Fiske, which briefly mentibns teaching quality. ,

2. The well known "Dr. Fox Experiments" reported by The Chronicle
.of Higher Education a few years ago showed a startling difference
between perceived and actual learning. In this experiment, a
professional actor gave a non-sensical lecture, "Mathematica,1
Game Theory Applied 'to PhYsical Education",to three audiences
of medical educators, students and other faculty members.. Not
one of the 55 listeners detected the hoax!
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Alumni will probably have varying images, depending on the

length of time since graduation. Employers will probably

judge the image on the basis of how much students understand

about specific)subject areas and how well they adjust socially

to the working world. The degree of success of graduates will

. also affect the employer's image.

PRICING

For' years, commercial marketing personnel have known that

higher price generally equates with a higher quality image. In

other words, consumers Eer se tend to assume that-a higher priced

item is also a higher quality i'tem. This raises an interesting

question for those researching higher education pricing. Will

students and parents continue to be willing to pay in some-sig-

nificant part for the image of a prestige university background?

Up to this point, the Liswer has been a resounding."yes". However,

a good research question for the future4s, "Will this continue?"

CURRENT STUDENTS.

It is generally acknowledged everywhere in academia that student

satisfaction is a critical building block of image because of,

peer influence. This fact is supported in the literature by

.)

years of research which indicate the important impact that peers

have upon the choice and satisfaction with the college or uni-

versity environment. Consequently, from a research perspective,<
c



it would seem that a monitoring system needs to be established

to determine what information-turkent students are reporting

to peers and parents about the'institution. It might require

long term modifications to handle some of the concerns.

However, in some instances, simple communications devices may

be satisfactory because what is being communitated is based

on Misconeeptions.

ALUMNI

The alumni group, an important constituency for image assess-

ment, has been neglected in many different ways. It is not

unusual,to survey alumni in terms of their satisfaction-with

the curriculum and their career paths. However, it allo appears

important to assess their views of a school in terms of how

they perceive changes that have taken place since graduation.

Because of alumni4importance with financial development and

student recruiting, top academic administrators need to know

more about the realityof alumni perceptions.

LOCAL COMMUNITY

Sinte we live in an age of rapid audio and visual communications,

any conflict the pott-secondary institution has with its sur-

rounding community will be quickly communicated and impactoits

image: Consequently, a positive "town and gown" relationship



needs to be maintained. From a research perspective, a

college or university needs to monitor this "town and gown"

'relationship. Most likely an image concern will occur in a

'rural location rather than in a urban location, where the

students may tend to meld a little more easily with the

surrounding urban community. ,However, institutions like

Columbia University, with its conflicts with its neighbors,

are clearly an exception to this ob ervation. Other im-

,

portant variables to be considered type of itudent, sized

of community, type of institution, socio-economic background

of students and dormitory facilities available.

CAN AN IMAGE BE CHANGED?

As mentioned earlier, an institutional image held by an

individual can be changed rather readily." One negative or

positive experience makes the difference. Changing an insti-

tutional image held by a wide heterogeneous population is

another matter. This takes considerable time, patience and

consistent effort by those in leadership positions. Successful

image changes have taken place in the commercial sphere with

Japanese goods (from poor to high-quality) and with Blooming-

dale's departinent store.(from medium to,exclusive quality).

No educational institutions have made such radical image

changes, but a numb.% of former teachers' colleges (emerging

universities) and technical/agricultural institutions have

been able tO make appreciable improvement in quality perceptions.
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These changei usually have been under-the influence of strong

leaders, eig., Hanna at Michigan State University.

In order to make modifications, a baseline set of dataNmust

be available on which to make policy and operating decisi

Without these data decisionS-will be made intuitively and with-

out proper-focus. This is a high risk approach because of the
,

halo effect that is natural with top admiAistrators when

assessing their own institutions.

MARKETING ACTION PROGRAMS

In summary', the base for an image marketing program for post

- secondary institutions requires the development of a number

of research areas. These areas present checkpoints for

presidents to use in assessing the strengths of,various image

pillars.

1. Since faculty activity appears to be a crid.cal

pillar, research programs need to determine the

extent to which faculty achievements and activi-

--ti.esr are being highlighted. A-re these achieve-

ments being well communicated to the general

public? Or are they being conflned to those

knowledgeable in a particular academic field?
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2. Since current student attitudes can have a

beneficial or deleterious effect on a.university s

4mage, it is important to continually monitor

the attitude of this important group. In fact,

it would seem 'advisable to set up a system to

provide annUal or biannual feedback in this critical

area.
-f

/n a sithilar manner, alumni, as satisfied or

dissatisfied clients, need to be questioned about

their image perceptions. Although this does not

need to be done as often as°with current students,

it should be accomplished with the same serious-.

ness of purpose.

4. The image-is_kue needs to.be researched in

several local communities., _This includes those who

are physically living aeound the schoo4,-- well as

recruiting employers, suppliers and others who corNN

irLcontact with students and staff. In addition, NN

tangential groupp, like parent groups, need

_
to be surveyed on an occasional basis. It is

obvious they can easily become opinion leaders be-
.

cause of their close connections.
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SUMMARY a

Overall, what' is needed is a system for image assessment to

provide a basis for image development. Without this system and

its information outputs, misconceptions can enter the policy-

making process at critical junctures. Consequently, the,life

of the institutión can-be adversely affected. If the academic

president is really the'chief marketina officer of the organi-
,

zation, it would seem that he/she should call for this infor-
,

mation on a regular basis. In response, the institutional

researcher should provide the president with an image monitoring

capacity that tells him/her what is happening' to the Gestalt

and its various pillars.
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